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Abstract: Leaders’ positive and implicit followership theory (LPIFT) in a university scientific research
team influences innovation in university scientific research. Individual creativity is an important
aspect of innovation in university scientific research. However, the influence mechanism of LPIFT of a
university scientific research team on individual creativity remains unclear. Based on social cognitive
theory and the input–process–output (IPO) theoretical model, we selected a postgraduate supervisor
and postgraduates of a university scientific research team as the research objects. We explored the
influence between LPIFT of a university scientific research team leader and individual creativity
using a questionnaire. A total of 413 valid paired samples were collected from the postgraduate
and postgraduate supervisor. We drew the following conclusions: LPIFT of the university scientific
research team had a direct positive effect on individual creativity. Individual creative role identity,
individual creative self-efficacy, and individual willingness to create knowledge had completely
mediating effects on the relationship between LPIFT of the university scientific research team and
individual creativity. Proactive personality positively moderated the relationship between LPIFT
of the university scientific research team and individual creative role identity, as well as LPIFT of
the university scientific research team and individual creative self-efficacy. Proactive personality
also positively moderated the mediating effect of individual creative role identity and individual
creative self-efficacy. However, the moderating effect of proactive personality between LPIFT
of university research teams and individual willingness to create knowledge was not significant.
Proactive personality also did not positively moderate the mediating effect of individual willingness
to create knowledge.

Keywords: leaders’ positive and implicit followership theory (LPIFT); individual creativity; proactive
personality; individual creative role identity; individual creative self-efficacy; individual willingness
to create knowledge

1. Introduction

Creativity keeps university scientific research alive [1] and is the key driving factor for an
organization to achieve and sustain competitive advantages [2]. To further encourage university
scientific research teams and talents to have better environments and policies as well as provide relevant
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assistance to complete their work in their field of study, China has issued the Chang Jiang Scholars
Program, the National Special Support Program for High-Level Talent, the Innovative Talent Promotion
Program, and other policies in the National Mediums, and Long-Term Talent Development Plan
Outline. To implement this plan, Chinese universities have also introduced various policies to support
the development of university teachers and scientific research teams. Both the states and universities
provide sufficient funds, policies, and services to all kinds of talent and university scientific research
teams. Although these policies provide an environment conducive to the growth of high-level talent
and scientific research teams, the creativity levels of different scientific research teams are different
in the same growth environment and in the same level and field of scientific research. Similarly,
the level of individual creativity of different team members is different under conditions of growth
within the same university scientific research team undertaking the same scientific research project.
This problem of creativity difference seriously restricts further promotion of individual creativity of
university scientific research teams. Excluding the reality of individual differences, one of the main
reasons for the creativity difference problem is team leadership in the same environment and under
the same task conditions [3].

The university scientific research team leader is the key role and core figure of the team. An excellent
team leader can head the direction of development within a discipline and improve the creation of
organizational knowledge. Existing research has proved that the behavior of a leader primarily affects
the team’s behavior, cognition, and individual motivation to create knowledge and determines the
development direction of individuals and organizations [4]. Leadership cognition is the source of
leadership [5]. Therefore, positive behaviors of university scientific research team leaders come from
positive leadership cognition. For example, De and De [6] suggested that empathy is a critical skill to
leadership, and empathy provides a prototype of how leader understanding and support improves
follower behaviors, and ultimately creates the premise of effective corporate governance in companies.
As teams are faced with increasingly complex and changeable internal and external management
environments, more leaders became aware that a team’s success depends on the leader’s character and
behavior and also depends on the team’s interactions with the leader. Thus, scholars started to focus
on studying the cognition of followers [7,8], namely implicit followership theory (IFT). Sy [9] stated
that IFT is a preexisting expectation and hypothesis in an individual’s mind about the behaviors and
characteristics of followers, and its core is the cognitive structure or schema of followers’ prototypes.
Therefore, the leaders’ positive and implicit followership theory (LPIFT) studied here is the expectation
and assumption of leaders on the characteristics and behaviors of effective followers.

IFT is a new theory that reveals the psychological mechanism of leadership, which was developed
by western modern management scientists on the basis of social cognition theory [9]. Since the theory
was put forward, it has been concerned and recognized by scholars at home and abroad. However,
domestic and foreign scholars have not formed a complete theoretical framework for the study of IFT.
Scholars mainly apply IFT to the practice of enterprise management, and their research focuses on the
formation and the influence of IFT.

The research on the formation factors of IFT mainly focuses on three aspects: individual factors,
environmental factors and cultural factors. The individual factors include gender and age [9], and
mood and personality [10]. The second is the environmental factors. The family environment of
individual growth [11], the market situation outside the organization and the structural characteristics
within the organization [12] have certain influence on the formation and development of follower
prototype. The third is the cultural factors. Due to the cultural background differences between China
and the west, the public has different understanding of followers [13].

Scholars have also studied the outcome variables of IFT. Whiteley et al. [14] confirmed that LPIFT
can improve employees’ work performance through their performance expectation, preference, and
leader–member exchange (LMX) relationship [14]. Sy [9] shifted the research perspective to the team
level and found that LPIFT also significantly improves team performance. In addition, the empirical
study has also showed that LPIFT significantly affected organizational commitment and organizational
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citizenship behavior of employees [15]. In addition, some scholars have demonstrated that LPIFT can
improve employees’ subjective well-being [10] and job satisfaction [9].

At present, studies where scholars have applied implicit theory in the research on individual
creativity of university scientific research teams are lacking. However, scholars have also conducted
some research in related fields, mainly including the following aspects: First is the implicit theory
of creativity and its application in the field of education, which mainly involves teachers’ implicit
concept of creativity and its influence on cultivating student creativity. For example, Gralewski
and Karwowski [16] tested the structure of teachers’ implicit creativity theory in high schools in
Poland, and they investigated the effect of this implicit creativity theory structure on the accuracy
of teachers’ evaluation of student creativity. Stanislav [17] proved through empirical research that
individualism or collectivism can affect the implicit view of individual creativity, which is helpful for
making adjustment in a bilingual education environment to provide better conditions for students
to support the development of their creativity. Second is the influence of implicit coordination on
team creativity. For example, Zhang [18] empirically investigated the process of the influence of
implicit coordination on the creativity of cross-functional teams in enterprises and the moderating
effect of task conventionalization and task interdependence on this process. Zhao [19] introduced
and explored implicit coordination in the relationship between individual–organization matching
and cross-functional team creativity, and they conducted an empirical analysis using insider identity
perception as a moderating variable. Third is the study of the relationship between implicit self-esteem
and creativity. For example, Fan [20] explored the relationship between implicit self-esteem, explicit
self-esteem, and creativity tendency of university students. In terms of external situational factors
of individual creativity, leadership has the most direct influence on individual creativity. Research
demonstrated the influence of explicit leadership theories on individual creativity such as leadership
traits [21], leadership behaviors [22], leadership power [14], and leadership style [23]. For example,
Asif et al. [24] conducted a survey with 233 Chinese public sector employees in three stages, and the
empirical study found that ethical leadership had a positive impact on individual creativity.

Based on the literature review above, research has mainly focused on the influence mechanism
of individual and team creativity in the context of enterprises, whereas few studies have been
conducted in the context of Chinese universities. It is worth noting that enterprises and universities
are two different types of institutions, and there are considerable differences between them in
terms of personnel structure, organizational structure, motivation of knowledge creation, behavior of
knowledge creation, achievement of knowledge creation and achievement evaluation [25,26]. Moreover,
Newman-Storen [27] proposed that we should create an interface between creativity and leadership
theory in dealing with “wicked problems” to ensure the leadership in sustainability. However, the
existing literature has not given a clear answer about whether and to what extent the LPIFT of university
scientific research team affects individual creativity. This was the first research purpose of this paper.

Regarding the mediating variable of individual creativity, the research mainly considered the
psychological path. The psychological path mainly includes three aspects: motivation, cognition,
and emotion. Among them, cognition is mainly the cognition of self-creativity, including individual
creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy, and individual willingness to create knowledge.
For example, Wang [28] found that employees’ identification with creative roles plays a mediating
role between transformational leadership and employee creativity. Jaisal [29] found that self-efficacy
created by employees plays a mediating role between transformational leadership and employee
creativity. Wang [30] also found that employees’ innovative willingness plays a partial mediating
role between work passion and employees’ creativity. Ritcher et al. [31] verified that the positive
relation between creative self-efficacy and individual creativity in which team informational resources,
comprising of both shared “knowledge of who knows what” and functional background diversity,
benefit the creativity of individuals more with higher creative self-efficacy. However, the research
path of IFT mainly states that the IFT of leaders influences leaders’ cognition or behavior toward their
followers, whereas leaders’ cognition or behavior toward their followers influences individual, team,
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and organization outcomes. Studies proved that LPIFT can stimulate leaders’ positive perception of
employees, significantly promote transformational leadership [15] and mentoring behaviors [32] and
influence their favor for employees [14] and leader-member exchange relationships [14,15]. Guo [33]
validated that the anti-prototype of leaders leads to emotional exhaustion of employees through
empirical research on what leads to employee turnover. From the research on the influence of LPIFT
on individual job satisfaction, individual emotion, personal performance, and so forth, most research
paths investigated the influence of LPIFT on individual outcomes through the influence of a leader’s
behavior and cognition, but research has seldom explored the path of an individual’s psychological
cognition. Therefore, from the perspective of individual self-cognition, we examined the mediating
effect of individual creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy, and individual willingness to
create knowledge on the LPIFT of a university scientific research team and individual creativity. This
was the second aim of this study.

Studies showed that both individual factors and external situational factors influence individual
creativity. Within university scientific research teams, team leaders have the same expectations and
assumptions about the characteristics and behavioral prototypes of effective followers, but the creativity
of different team members is different, which may be caused by individual cognitive differences.
Individual cognitive differences are usually related to stable personality traits, and proactive personality
is a stable personality trait [34]. Since the concept of proactive personality was introduced, it has
aroused widespread interest in the academic field, and its important role in explaining individual
behavior is widely recognized by scholars [35]. Individuals with a higher proactive personality actively
cope with difficulties, challenges, and constantly changing internal and external environments, improve
work skills, have opinions on improving the workflow, etc., in order to achieve their goals. Conversely,
individuals with a lower proactive personality are often constrained by the environment and rarely
change environments. Sometimes, they will even be changed by the environment, and their ability to
identify and grasp good opportunities is poor. In addition, they are not good at taking advantage of
opportunities to gain more advantages. Studies demonstrated that a proactive personality can mitigate
the negative correlation between perceived overqualification and perceived job autonomy, as well
as between perceived overqualification and the initial level of job-related positive effects [36]. Shin
andk Eco [37] conducted a survey on leaders and members of 103 Korean work teams to confirm that
the team creative efficacy and risk-taking norms affect the team creative performance positively and
significantly through team proactive. Tang [38] demonstrated that an employee’s proactive personality
plays a moderating role between the LMX relationship and employee creativity through empirical
studies, as well as between the LMX relationship and insider identity cognition. Through a multilevel
analysis, Zhang [39] found that social exchange and social development play a mediating role between
a high-performance work system (HPWS) and employee task performance, as well as HPWS and
organizational citizenship behavior. Proactive personality was found to attenuate HPWS’s direct
effect on the ability to thrive and indirect effects on employee task performance and organizational
citizenship behaviors (OCBs) through thriving. In addition, existing studies confirmed that a proactive
personality has significant, positive effects on entrepreneurial motivation [40], self-efficacy [41], job
involvement [42], and job satisfaction [43]. Therefore, the third purpose of this study was to explore the
moderating effect of a proactive personality and the moderated mediating effect of individual creative
role identity, individual creative self-efficacy, and individual willingness to create knowledge.

To summarize, we took individual creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy, and
individual willingness to create knowledge as mediating variables, and proactive personality as a
moderating variable, to build a mediation model to study the mechanism of LPIFT of a university
scientific research team on individual creativity.
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2. Theory and Hypotheses

2.1. LPIFT of the University Scientific Research Team and Individual Creativity

IFT is based on the theory of social cognition, which pays more attention to the cognitive structure
of individual followers. According to the cognitive classification model, when the IFT of the leader is
activated, the leader will compare it with the explicit followership of the team member to generate
a corresponding conceptual cognition of the team member and adopt the corresponding behavioral
model according to this cognition [44]. Researchers found that IFT has both positive and negative
dimensions [9]. Positive dimensions lead to positive results [14]. When the LPIFT is established
and activated, the emergence of various associated concepts is triggered, which induces related
behaviors [44]. Zhu [45] stated that the Pygmalion effect provides a theoretical basis for studying the
influence mechanism and boundary conditions of IFT. Pygmalion effect theory indicates that teachers’
expectations of student performance significantly improve student performance [46]. Scott [47] pointed
out that leaders’ expectations at work can influence individual creative behaviors. Therefore, we assume
that when the real performance of followers is matched with the positive and implicit followership
theory prototype of a leadership’s mind, leaders will more positively evaluate these members, favor
them emotionally, help them with behaviors, support them with rewards, encourage them to better
engage in scientific research, and provide a material guarantee for them to produce high-level scientific
research results. Thus, we hypothesized the following:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The LPIFT in a university scientific research team will have a significant positive impact
on individual creativity.

2.2. Mediating Effect from the Individual Self-Cognition Perspective

2.2.1. Mediating Effect of Individual Creativity in Role Identity

The theory of role identification was first proposed by McCall and Simmons in 1978. According
to this theory, role identity refers to an individual’s understanding and cognition of a specific role
of themselves as well as their cognition and evaluation of themselves. Role identity theory is an
individual’s self-positioning of their role and their desire for others to perceive them [48]. Farmer [49]
proposed the concept of creative role identity based on role identity and innovation theories. They
thought that creative role identity refers to the importance individuals attach to their innovation
ability, subjective feelings, and internal identity. Creative role identity among university scientific
research team members incorporates knowledge creation, research, and innovation in their job. In the
process of academic research, university scientific research team members clearly know who they
are and what they should do, continuously face and solve the problems of complex and difficult
research, actively promote knowledge innovation, and constantly produce a high level of scientific
research achievements and valuable and meaningful academic ideas. The research also showed that
the academic role identity of postgraduates has a significant and positive effect on the generation
of scientific research creativity [50]. Wang [51] used the data of 395 supervisors and employees in
a Taiwan hotel to verify that creative role identity plays a mediating role between transformational
leadership and individual employee creativity.

According to role identity theory and symbolic interaction theory, the expectations from important
others in the organization construct the individual role identity and self-image [52]. That is, team
members know themselves through the expectations of their leaders or colleagues in the team.
Callero [53] proposed that role expectation constructs role identity. Riley [54] argued that leaders’
or colleagues’ expectations may be the key reference and predictive variable for individual creative
role identity. Therefore, through the prototype hypothesis of positive followership in the mind,
university scientific research team leaders will continuously effectively and emotionally interact with
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the team members, actively provide them with good scientific research conditions and work support
behaviors and make the team members feel the significance of engaging in scientific research. Team
members perceive and obtain their own role position among constant scientific research breakthroughs
and scientific research innovations, which clarifies their identity and role in the team. In the long
run, individual creativity identity is formed. According to role identity theory, the role identity of
individuals comes from understanding the identity they assume and the meaning of feedback they
receive [28]. Among university scientific research team leaders’ expectations of the characteristics
and behaviors of effective followers, team members continuously feel scientific research support and
emotional motivation from the team leaders. When the leader’s perception of the role of team members
is highly consistent with the perception of individual members, individuals will constantly adjust
their knowledge creation behaviors according to the requirements of the role, thus obtaining a higher
recognition for the role of creativity.

To summarize, the expected positive followership prototype of university scientific research
team leaders on the role of creativity affects the team members’ cognition and evaluation of the role
of creativity and forms the role identity of self-creativity. In addition, self-identity of creative roles
prompts individuals to continuously think critically, strengthen learning ability, constantly capture the
academic frontier, and continuously promote the discovery and generation of new knowledge. Thus,
we hypothesized the following:

Hypothesis 2a (H2a). The LPIFT in a university scientific research team has a significant positive effect on
individual creative role identity.

Hypothesis 2b (H2b). The individual creative role identity has a significant positive effect on
individual creativity.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Individual creative role identity plays a mediating role between the LPIFT of a university
scientific research team and individual creativity.

2.2.2. Mediating Effect of Individual Creative Self-Efficacy

Self-efficacy is the core concept of social cognition theory, which was first proposed by Bandura in
1977. According to this theory, self-efficacy is a belief of individual cognition that mainly reflects an
individual’s perception and confidence in whether they can successfully complete a specific task or
tasks [55] and can affect an individual’s judgment, behavioral motivation, and behavioral choice [56].
Self-efficacy theory also holds that individual experience changes their psychology and behavior
through self-regulation, and the choice of individual behavior strengthens the continuity of their
related behaviors. This theory integrates the cognition and emotion of the subject. Starting from the
cognitive factors of the subject, the behavioral motivation of the individual is studied. Tierney [56]
combined self-efficacy and innovation to the concept of creative self-efficacy. They thought that
creative self-efficacy is a belief or expectation that individuals express to themselves in the process of
knowledge creation. Due to the complexity, difficulty, and originality of knowledge creation activities,
individuals engaged in this activity must have excellent scientific research accomplishments, master
professional and systematic scientific knowledge and advanced and effective scientific methods, and
have the confidence and courage to conquer academic difficulties. Creative self-efficacy is a specific
form of personal belief in knowledge creation [57]. Members with a strong sense of creative self-efficacy
have strong self-confidence. They believe that they can inspire new scientific research and find new
problems through their scientific research process, and they firmly believe that they can use advanced
scientific research methods to solve problems and obtain innovative results. Studies also show that
creative self-efficacy has a significant positive impact on individual creativity in corporation research
on development teams [31]. Yao [58] confirmed that the scientific research self-efficacy of postgraduates
has a significantly positive impact on postgraduate creativity through empirical tests.
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Bandura [55] thought that the source of self-efficacy mainly includes four aspects—self-efficacy
experience, alternative experience, verbal persuasion, and emotion and physiological state. The team
leader’s shaping of the positive follower prototype makes the team members strive to achieve the
characteristics and behaviors of the positive followers to more easily achieve career success. According
to the Pygmalion effect, the leader has higher creative expectations for the individuals who match the
prototype they positively follow, thus encouraging and supporting them from various aspects [14].
This exemplary effect is also perceived by other team members who gain the experience of substitution.
The leaders of university scientific research teams are more likely to establish a relatively close
teacher–student relationship by emotionally following the particular liking of the effective individual
through the prototype hypothesis of positive followership in mind. When LPIFT is established and
activated, the followers feel the expectation and encouragement from the leader. In this process,
the positive emotional and physiological information of the followers is gradually awakened and
continuously developed toward the prototype of the follower expected by the leader [13].

To summarize, creative self-efficacy often plays a mediating role in the cognitive process of
individual creativity [29]. Through the assumption of the positive followership prototype in the mind,
the leaders of scientific research teams in universities have more support and encouragement for
effective members, which stimulates their sense of creative self-efficacy to improve their creativity
level. Thus, we hypothesized the following:

Hypothesis 3a (H3a). The LPIFT in a university scientific research team has a significantly positive effect on
individual creative self-efficacy.

Hypothesis 3b (H3b). Individual creative self-efficacy has a significantly positive effect on individual creativity.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Individual creative self-efficacy plays a mediating role between the LPIFT of university
scientific research teams and individual creativity.

2.2.3. Mediating Effect of Individual Willingness to Create Knowledge

Willingness originates from behavioral intention in planned behavior theory, which mainly
refers to the subjective inner state of an individual to have a certain behavior, and an individual’s
actions or attention on the specific path or method to achieve a certain goal or obtain something [59].
Later, by deepening the study, scholars introduced willingness into the study of knowledge creation,
forming the concept of knowledge creation willingness. Knowledge creation willingness refers to the
motivation of individuals to create knowledge and the intensity of the desire to create knowledge under
certain circumstances. To complete specific tasks, people are willing to try and make attempts [60].
According to planned behavior theory, behavioral willingness is the most direct factor influencing
behavior [61], whereas willingness comes from the behavioral intention in planned behavioral theory.
Therefore, willingness is also the factor most directly influencing behavior. The stronger the willingness
of individuals from scientific research teams in universities to engage in knowledge creation, the
more positive the attitude toward scientific research activities and the more conducive to the burst
of creative thinking, the development of creative activities, and the acquisition of creative fruits.
Research results showed that individual innovation behavior is influenced and driven by individual
innovation willingness [62], and a significantly positive correlation exists between individual innovation
willingness, behavior, and ability [63].

In planned behavior theory, behavioral willingness is influenced by behavioral attitude, subjective
norms, and perceived behavioral control. Taylor [64] proposed a deconstructed theoretical model of
planned behavior, in which attitude is interpreted to constitute useful cognition, usable cognition, and
compatibility. By establishing positive follower prototypes, the leaders of university scientific research
teams form their own cognitive structure and emotional response system to the follower prototypes.
After matching with the characteristics and behaviors of the real team members, they have different
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likings and trust for the team members. Therefore, team members can feel different levels of support
and help from leaders in the process of scientific research activities. As such, we can judge the extent
to which LPIFT improves individual work performance, reduces the physical or mental effort, and
requires the past experience and the present need to engage in knowledge creation activities. Subjective
norms are influenced by groups that have important relationships with the organization, including
those from the leadership [64]. The assumptions and expectations of university scientific research team
leaders about the characteristics and behaviors of positive followers influence the individual normative
beliefs and compliance motivations within subjective norms [61]. Perceptual behavior control is an
individual’s perception of how difficult it is to autonomously control a certain behavior, which reflects
to what extent an individual can guarantee the completion of a certain behavior given their available
resources and opportunities [65]. In the process of engaging in scientific research activities, university
scientific research team leaders match the performance of actual team members with their ideal follower
prototypes. Each team member is assigned different scientific research tasks, according to the matching
degree, and is provided with different opportunities for meetings, learning, and training. When team
members believe that they have obtained more resources and opportunities, they have a stronger
perception of behavioral control in the target task, and their control and completion beliefs are firmer,
which is more conducive to completing the target task.

To summarize, the precondition to enhance individual creativity in university scientific research
teams is improving members’ enthusiasm for knowledge creation. Through the assumption of a
positive followership prototype in the mind, the leaders of scientific research teams in universities
establish good relationships with team members and provide them with talent, funds, materials, and
environmental support to improve the enthusiasm of effective members in scientific research and
further enhance their creativity. Thus, we hypothesized the following:

Hypothesis 4a (H4a). LPIFT in a university scientific research team has a significantly positive effect on
individual willingness to create knowledge.

Hypothesis 4b (H4b). The individual willingness to create knowledge has a significantly positive
effect on individual creativity.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Individual willingness to create knowledge plays a mediating role between LPIFT of
university scientific research teams and individual creativity.

2.3. Moderating Effect of a Proactive Personality

Bateman [66] first proposed the concept of a proactive personality, referring to the tendency of
individuals to take the initiative to influence their surrounding environment, which is a relatively stable
personality trait. Individuals with a high proactive personality are not constrained by the surrounding
environment and actively change unfavorable environments into favorable environments. Individuals
with higher proactive personalities can also identify job opportunities well and take a series of proactive
behaviors to change the unsatisfactory status quo in reality to achieve the goals of individuals and
organizations [67,68]. Morrison [69] proposed that employees with high proactive characteristics are
more confident and actively engaged in work. They control the environment with their own series of
proactive behaviors and shorten the time for team members to identify with their work role identity.
Therefore, members with high initiative on a university scientific research team actively figure out
LPIFT of the university scientific research team and strive to meet the requirements of team leaders in
terms of knowledge, ability, and quality. For example, they take the initiative to learn new scientific
research methods, track forward hot spots, and find innovative points in research, to quickly grasp
development trends in their respective discipline, master the mainstream scientific research methods
of the discipline, and form their own academic views or research ideas on a research problem. They
are motivated to face research problems, not discouraged and not compromised, and they constantly
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correct their attitudes toward research, regulating their own research behavior. Through this series
of active behaviors, team members clearly understand their responsibilities, directions, and tasks of
research; deeply understand their creative role identity; and generate a sense of creative identity.

Proactive personality, also known as prospective personality by scholars, is a positive psychological
quality and represents a trend in positive psychology. Individuals with a high proactive personality
do not stick with the status quo, but they actively advocate change, put it into practice, and do not
compromise when facing difficulties until the environment changes [67]. Generally, the higher the
proactive personality of individual members of scientific research teams in universities, the higher
the awareness of responsibility [70]. In the process of daily learning and scientific research training,
they strive to keep close to the prototype in the mind of leaders and constantly improve themselves in
knowledge, ability, quality, and other aspects, thus becoming followers of university scientific research
team leaders. Therefore, when they are looking for scientific innovations or challenging scientific
problems, they firmly believe that they can solve all kinds of difficulties encountered in the process of
knowledge creation and constantly inspire the confidence of members. As such, they have a strong
belief in their knowledge creation ability, and their self-confidence is enhanced, thus significantly
increasing their sense of self-efficacy.

As a relatively stable tendency to cause environmental changes, a proactive personality is the
central structure for managing and organizing a team or leading individual behaviors in a team [71].
Members with a higher level of proactive personality are more inclined to communicate with the
outside world actively and effectively obtain high-quality information to identify opportunities and
take effective actions [66]. LPIFT of university scientific research teams clarifies the direction of team
members’ efforts in knowledge, ability, quality, and other aspects. Members with a higher level of
proactive personality actively communicate with team leaders and other members and actively learn,
thus discovering opportunities to engage in scientific research such as discovering topics and new
methods. Only in this way can the idea of scientific research be realized. The supportive policies and
measures provided by the leaders stimulate the willingness of the team members to engage in scientific
research. Thus, we hypothesized the following:

Hypothesis 5a (H5a). A proactive personality positively moderates the correlation between LPIFT of university
scientific research teams and the individual creative role identity.

Hypothesis 5b (H5b). A proactive personality positively moderates the correlation between the LPIFT of
university scientific research teams and the individual creative self-efficacy.

Hypothesis 5c (H5c). A proactive personality positively moderates the LPIFT of university scientific research
teams and the individual willingness to be creative.

2.4. Moderated Mediation Effect

Through the above analysis, individuals with a higher proactive personality are found to be less
affected and restricted by external factors, and they are more used to actively discovering favorable
opportunities for themselves and taking effective action to change their environment. Therefore, in a
university scientific research team, individuals with a high proactive personality actively cooperate
with the leader’s preference for followers. They constantly adjust their own characteristics and
behaviors to cater to the leaders, become their effective followers, and win more favor and scientific
research support from the leaders. With the support and encouragement of the leaders, the members of
the scientific research team in universities continuously process cognitive information, thus generating
creativity role identity, creativity self-efficacy, and knowledge creation willingness. This leads the
members of university scientific research teams to become more aware of “who I am,” “I can do it,”
and “I am willing to do it.” In other words, they believe that they have the characteristics of innovation,
constantly affirm their ability and experience to complete knowledge creation activities and have a
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strong willingness to create knowledge. As such, members can break the old practices and behaviors
of knowledge creation and generate new processes and paradigms, thus promoting the generation of
high-level scientific research results. Thus, we hypothesized the following:

Hypothesis 6a (H6a). A proactive personality significantly moderates individual creative role identity in the
mediation between the LPIFT of the university scientific research team and individual creativity. The higher
the level of an individual’s proactive personality, the stronger the effect of the LPIFT of the university scientific
research team on individual creativity through creative role identity, and vice versa.

Hypothesis 6b (H6b). A proactive personality significantly moderates the mediating role of creative self-efficacy
between the LPIFT of the university scientific research team and individual creativity. The higher the level of an
individual’s proactive personality, the stronger the effect of the LPIFT of the university scientific research team
on individual creativity through creative self-efficacy, and vice versa.

Hypothesis 6c (H6c). A proactive personality significantly moderates the mediating role of individual
willingness to create knowledge between the LPIFT of the university scientific research team and individual
creativity. The higher the level of an individual’s proactive personality, the stronger the effect of the LPIFT of the
university scientific research team on individual creativity through individual willingness to create knowledge,
and vice versa.

The above analysis indicates that the expectation from important others in the organization
constructs the individual self-cognition, which in turn influences the individual’s behavior. Therefore,
in this study, the individual creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy and individual
willingness to create knowledge are considered as the mediating variables between the LPIFT of
university scientific research teams and individual creativity. In addition, individual proactive
personality is a relatively stable tendency to cause environmental changes, and it determines how
individuals respond to changes in the surrounding environment. Therefore, our study introduces
the individual proactive personality into the environment in which the LPIFT of university scientific
research teams influences the individual self-cognition and further promotes the individual creativity,
with the purpose to reveal the boundary reaction extent of the individual proactive personality to the
individual self-cognition in this environmental system.

To summarize, we propose the corresponding conceptual model based on the hypotheses, as
shown in Figure 1. This model analytically integrates both the moderators and mediators, referred to
as the moderated mediation model [72]. Specifically, the effects of the LPIFT of the university scientific
research team on the three mediators: individual creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy,
and individual willingness to create knowledge are linearly moderated by the proactive personality.
The direct effects of the LPIFT and the three mediators on the individual creativity are also evaluated in
the model. It is to note that the indirect effect from the LPIFT of the university scientific research team
to the individual creativity is a function of the proactive personality. The indirect effect is estimated
by multiplying the effect of the LPIFT on the mediator (role identity, self-efficacy, or willingness to
create knowledge) and the effect of the mediator on individual creativity. As a result, the proactive
personality as the moderator has a linear impact on this indirect effect. Whether this moderating effect
is significant is examined based on the effect of the interaction (LPIFT × proactive personality) on the
mediator (denoted as a3j) and the direct effect of the mediator on individual creativity (denoted as bj),
where j indicates the jth mediator. The product of the two coefficients a3jbj is examined to address the
significance of proactive personality on the indirect effect.
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Figure 1. Hypothesized model.

3. Methods

3.1. Participants and Procedure

We mainly used a combination of field surveys and mail surveys to collect data. The following
principles were adhered to when selecting research samples: (1) the operation time of the university
scientific research team needed to be more than three years, and the team size more than three people;
(2) the scientific research team was engaged in projects at or above the provincial and ministerial levels;
(3) the academic backgrounds among the university scientific research teams should be as diverse as
possible; and (4) the doctoral supervisor or postgraduate supervisor must have had at least three years
of working experience as a supervisor. The questionnaires in this study were mainly obtained from the
scientific research team of universities in Heilongjiang, Liaoning, and Jilin provinces. The research
objects mainly included postgraduate supervisors, doctoral supervisors, postgraduates, and doctoral
postgraduates. In the process of investigation, we mainly adopted the paired sample investigation
method. The postgraduate supervisor completed the scale of the LPIFT of the university scientific
research team, and the team members filled in their individual creative role identity, individual
creative self-efficacy, individual willingness to create knowledge, proactive personality, and individual
creativity scales.

A total of 550 questionnaires were distributed in this study. After supervisors and postgraduates
or doctoral postgraduates were paired, 413 valid questionnaires were collected, and the effective
collection rate was 75.09%. Among them, 235 were men, accounting for 56.9%, and 178 were women,
accounting for 43.1%. In terms of age distribution, the number of people from 25 to 29 years old was the
largest at 124, accounting for 30.0% of the sample. The second largest group was aged 30 to 34, which
was 108 people, accounting for 26.2%. In terms of the distribution of professional titles, 43 professors,
91 associate professors, 128 lecturers, 16 assistants, and 135 others were surveyed, accounting for
10.4%, 22.0%, 31.0%, 3.9%, and 32.7%, respectively. In terms of education level, 236 doctors and
above, 154 postgraduates, and 23 undergraduates were included, accounting for 57.1%, 37.3%, and
5.6%, respectively. From the perspective of working time in the team, the largest number of people in
2–3 years was 100, accounting for 24.2%, followed by 87 people in 3–5 years, accounting for 21.1%.
In terms of the time distribution of team leadership, the most was five years (9.9% of the sample),
followed by three years, accounting for 6.3%. A total of 133 people had experience working as
postgraduate or doctoral supervisors. In terms of the respective disciplines of the scientific research
team, there were 88 in engineering, 94 in science, 96 in the arts, 116 in management, and 19 in others,
accounting for 21.3%, 22.8%, 23.2%, 28.1%, and 4.6%, respectively.

3.2. Measurement

A survey was used in this research, covering demographic variables (sex, age, professional title,
education level, tenure of work, tenure of leadership), LPIFT of the university scientific research
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team, individual creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy, individual willingness to create
knowledge, proactive personality, and individual creativity.

The measurements adopted in this research were selected from the literature and translated from
English into Chinese by professional translators. We invited two bilingual professors from human
resource management to check the accuracy of the Chinese version to ensure translation validity.
Additionally, a pilot test among 50 people was conducted for the pre-test. The measurements for
constructs used a five-point Likert scale (from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree) and were
verified to be reliable (Cronbach’s α > 0.7).

The LPIFT of the university scientific research team was measured using a nine-item scale from
Wang [73]. This measurement was divided into three dimensions: knowledge (three items), ability
(three items), and quality (three items). The Cronbach’s α of this measurement was 0.933.

The creative role identity was measured using a 3-item scale from Farmer et al. [49]. The Cronbach’s
α of this measurement was 0.812. Creative self-efficacy was measured using a 4-item scale from
Tierney and Farmer [56]. The Cronbach’s α of this measurement was 0.833. The willingness to create
knowledge was measured by a four-item scale from Fishbein and Ajzen [74]. The Cronbach’s α of this
measurement was 0.801. Proactive personality was measured by an 11-item scale from Shang [75]
translated from Bateman. The Cronbach’s α of this measurement was 0.969. Individual creativity was
measured using a four-item scale from Farmer et al. [49]. The Cronbach’s α of this measurement was
0.794.

In this study, sex, age, professional title, education level, tenure of teamwork (in years), and the
tenure of leadership (in years) were used as control variables. Except for the tenure of teamwork and
the tenure of leadership, the rest were categorical variables.

3.3. Data Analysis

Data analysis was conducted using SPSS 21.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA) [76] and Mplus 7.4
(Muthén & Muthén, Los Angeles, CA, USA) [77]. SPSS was used to calculate descriptive statistics
and perform multiple regression analyses. Mplus was employed for the confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) [78] and moderated mediation analysis [72]. CFA was used to examine the structural factors in
the survey on individual creativity promotion. The robust maximum likelihood estimation method
was used for model estimation [79]. Candidate models were evaluated and compared based on the
Chi-squared difference test, and various model goodness-of-fit indices, including comparative fit index
(CFI) [76], the Tucker–Lewis Index (TLI) [80], root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) [81],
and standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) [82]. The moderated mediation analysis informs
whether mediation effects significantly differed depending on the level of the moderator; that is, whether
the indirect effect of a predictor on an outcome was conditional on the moderator. The moderated
mediating effect was directly determined by the significance of a3jbj values [83]. Bootstrapping
(sampling with replacement) with 1000 samples was used for obtaining standard errors (SEs) and 95%
confidence intervals (CIs) for the parameter estimates. All tests were performed at the significance
level of 0.05. The estimates of indirect effects from the LPIFT of scientific research teams to individual
creativity through each of the three mediators (individual creative role identity, individual creative
self-efficacy, and individual willingness to create knowledge) as a function of proactive personality
were presented in plots produced by Mplus.

4. Results

4.1. Confirmatory Factor Analysis

As survey items were composed to measure six subscales; CFA was used to verify the factor
structure of the instrument. With a sample size of 413 participants, we tested six CFA models with
one to six latent factors. A summary of the model fit is shown in Table 1. The six-factor model with
latent correlations yielded the best model fit overall, indicated by a significantly lower χ2 statistic,
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lowest RMSEA (0.045) and SRMR (0.037), and highest CFI (0.942) and TLI (0.936), compared with other

models. The average variance extracted (AVE) values, computed as AVE =
∑
λ2

n , where λ is the factor
loading and n is the sample size, were 0.578, 0.522, 0.504, 0.517, 0.747, and 0.540 for the six subscales,

respectively. The construct reliability (CR), calculated as CR =
∑
λ2∑

λ2+
∑
δ
, where δ is the residual

variance, was 0.925, 0.766, 0.802, 0.810, 0.970, and 0.824 for the six subscales, respectively. All CR values
were greater than 0.8, indicating good reliability of each subscale. This confirmed that the survey had
six latent factors. For the regression and moderated mediation analyses, we aggregated scores for each
subscale and used the average to represent each subscale to reduce the model complexity.

Table 1. Results of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) for the measurements of the variable studied.
(N = 413).

Model X2 df X2/df RMSEA SRMR CFI TLI

Six-factor Model 1010.189 545 1.854 0.045 0.037 0.942 0.936

Five-factor Model a 1205.529 550 2.192 0.054 0.045 0.918 0.911

Four-factor Model b 1284.784 554 2.319 0.057 0.047 0.908 0.902

Three-factor Model c 2630.175 557 4.722 0.095 0.181 0.740 0.723

Two-factor Model d 3011.891 559 5.388 0.103 0.192 0.693 0.673

One-factor Model 4579.985 560 8.179 0.132 0.220 0.496 0.465

Note: a individual creative self-efficacy and individual willingness to create knowledge combined; b individual
creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy and individual willingness to create knowledge combined;
c individual creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy, individual willingness to create knowledge and
proactive personality combined; d individual creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy, individual
willingness to create knowledge, proactive personality, and individual creativity combined.

4.2. Descriptive Statistics

The descriptive statistics for the aggregated scores of six subscales and other covariates are
presented in Table 2. Correlation between the LPIFT of university scientific research teams and
individual creativity was positive and significant (r = 0.308, p < 0.01), confirming the first hypothesis.
The LPIFT of university scientific research teams was correlated significantly and positively with
individual creative role identity (r = 0.463, p < 0.01), individual creative self-efficacy (r = 0.490, p < 0.01),
and individual willingness to create knowledge (r = 0.461, p < 0.01). Individual creativity was also
positively correlated with individual creative role identity (r = 0.462, p < 0.01), individual creative
self-efficacy (r = 0.527, p < 0.01), and individual willingness to create knowledge (r = 0.405, p < 0.01).
These moderate and positive correlation estimates facilitated further investigations into the relationship
among variables using causal modeling.
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Table 2. Means, standard deviations, and correlations (N = 413).

Variables Mean S.D. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1.Sex 1.43 0.496 1

2.Age 2.96 1.540 −0.036 1

3.Title 3.37 1.320 0.015 −0.250 ** 1

4.EDU 2.52 0.602 0.067 0.470 ** −0.418 ** 1

5.TWT 3.04 1.368 0.025 0.741 ** −0.070 1

6.LT 2.00 3.576 0.000 0.883 ** −0.057 0.175 ** 0.590 ** 1

7.LPIFT 4.3067 0.51958 0.022 −0.104 * 0.023 −0.028 −0.075 −0.101 * 1

8.RI 4.2946 0.45936 0.066 −0.086 −0.015 −0.048 −0.075 −0.067 0.463 ** 1

9.CS 4.3341 0.46285 0.072 −0.040 −0.040 −0.028 −0.054 −0.033 0.490 ** 0.585 ** 1

10.KW 4.3166 0.49246 0.086 0.039 −0.036 0.123 * 0.054 0.002 0.461** 0.511 ** 0.477 ** 1

11.PP 4.2485 0.78524 −0.123 * 0.021 −0.009 0.049 0.005 −0.017 0.344 ** 0.103 * 0.056 0.130 ** 1

12.IC 4.4104 0.44866 0.005 0.007 −0.003 0.014 −0.001 0.010 0.308 ** 0.462 ** 0.527 ** 0.405 ** 0.039 1

Note: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.001. For simplicity, EDU, TWT, LT, LPIFT, RI, CS, KW, PP and IC represent education, the tenure of work, the tenure of leadership, LPIFT of university scientific
research team, individual creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy, individual willingness to create knowledge, proactive personality, and individual creativity. It is the same in
the table below.
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4.3. Multiple Regression Analysis

In multiple regression analyses, factors that impact the individual creativity (outcome) were
investigated. The impact of the six covariates were first examined (Model 1), followed by adding the
LPIFT of university scientific research teams (Model 2) as a predictor of primary interest. The results of
the two regression models are shown in Table 3. The LPIFT of university scientific research teams had
a positive and significant impact on individual creativity (β = 0.269, p < 0.001), where β indicates the
regression coefficient. All covariates had trivial effects on individual creativity. Overall, regression
Model 2 explained 9.7% of the variance in individual creativity. So, hypothesis H1 was supported.

Table 3. Main effect test results (N = 413).

Control Variables
Individual Creativity(Y)

Model 1 Model 2

Sex 0.002 −0.003

Age −0.009 −0.003

Title 0.002 0.001

EDU 0.031 0.025

TWT −0.010 −0.008

LT 0.006 0.007

LPIFT (X) 0.269

R2 0.001 0.097

F 0.060 6.205 ***

∆R2 0.001 0.096

∆F 0.060 43.040 ***

Note: *** p < 0.001.

4.4. Moderated Mediation Analysis

To investigate the relationships among the six subscales, a moderated mediation analysis was
conducted based on the theoretical model in Figure 1. In this model, individual creativity was the
outcome of interest. The impact of the LPIFT of university scientific research teams on individual
creativity was mediated through three factors: individual creative role identity, individual creative
self-efficacy, and individual willingness to create knowledge. The mediation effects were moderated
by a proactive personality at the first stage. Table 4 shows the coefficient estimates, standard errors,
and 95% CIs from the moderated mediation model.

The results showed that at the significance level of 0.05, the LPIFT of university scientific research
teams had a significantly positive impact on all three mediators, indicated by the a11, a12, and a13

coefficient estimates of 0.442 (LLCI = 0.345; ULCI = 0.540), 0.499 (LLCI = 0.406; ULCI = 0.593), and
0.473 (LLCI = 0.370; ULCI = 0.576), respectively (see Table 4). The three mediators also had significantly
positive impacts on individual creativity, with b1, b2, and b3 estimates of 0.189 (LLCI = 0.067; ULCI
= 0.310), 0.350 (LLCI = 0.234; ULCI = 0.466), and 0.133 (LLCI = 0.021; ULCI = 0.245), respectively.
The direct effect of the LPIFT of university scientific research teams on individual creativity was not
significant (c1 = −0.019; LLCI = −0.109; ULCI = 0.070), indicating that the three factors fully mediated
the relationships from the LPIFT of university scientific research teams to individual creativity. This
supported hypotheses H2a, H2b, H2, H3a, H3b, H3, H4a, H4b, and H4.
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Table 4. Moderated mediation effect analysis (N = 413).

RI CS

B SE 95% CI B SE 95% CI

LPIFT a11 0.442 0.050 0.345 0.540 a12 0.499 0.048 0.406 0.593

RI

CS

KW

PP a21 0.022 0.036 −0.049 0.092 a22 −0.009 0.029 −0.066 0.048

LPIFT*PP a31 0.098 0.036 0.028 0.168 a32 0.118 0.032 0.055 0.180

Sex U11 0.051 0.041 −0.030 0.131 U12 0.053 0.041 −0.027 0.133

Age U21 −0.028 0.041 −0.109 0.052 U22 0.009 0.042 −0.074 0.093

Title U31 −0.023 0.018 −0.059 0.014 U32 −0.025 0.019 −0.061 0.012

EDU U41 −0.035 0.053 −0.0140 0.069 U42 −0.043 0.049 −0.139 0.053

TWT U51 0.004 0.027 −0.049 0.058 U52 −0.007 0.025 −0.057 0.043

LT U61 0.006 0.015 −0.023 0.035 U62 −0.001 0.017 −0.034 0.032

Intercept im1 0.138 0.155 −0.166 0.443 im2 0.095 0.154 −0.207 0.396

R2 = 0.240 *** R2 = 0.283 ***

KW IC

B SE 95% CI B SE 95% CI

LPIFT a13 0.473 0.053 0.370 0.576 c1 −0.019 0.046 −0.109 0.070

RI b1 0.189 0.062 0.067 0.310

CS b2 0.350 0.059 0.234 0.466

KW b3 0.133 0.057 0.021 0.245

PP a23 0.027 0.040 −0.051 0.105

LPIFT*PP a33 0.092 0.053 −0.012 0.196

Sex U13 0.070 0.044 −0.016 0.157 U14 −0.044 0.038 −0.120 0.031

Age U23 0.026 0.043 −0.057 0.110 U24 −0.002 0.032 −0.065 0.061

Title U33 0.006 0.020 −0.032 0.045 U34 0.012 0.016 −0.019 0.044

EDU U43 0.095 0.060 −0.023 0.213 U44 0.029 0.047 −0.063 0.120

TWT U53 −0.011 0.026 −0.062 0.041 U54 −0.005 0.024 −0.052 0.042

LT U63 −0.005 0.017 −0.038 0.028 U64 0.005 0.012 −0.018 0.029

Intercept im3 −0.408 0.167 −0.735 −0.081 imY −0.040 0.138 −0.311 0.233

R2 = 0.250 *** R2 = 0.272 ***

a31b1 0.019 0.009 0.002 0.036 a32b2 0.041 0.013 0.016 0.066

a33b3 0.012 0.009 −0.005 0.029

Note: The central value is used in the analysis of each variable, and each coefficient is nonstandardized value;
*** p < 0.001.

The interaction between the LPIFT of university scientific research teams and proactive personality
significantly and positively affected two mediators, individual creative role identity and individual
creative self-efficacy, with a31 and a32 estimates of 0.098 (LLCI = 0.028; ULCI = 0.168) and 0.118
(LLCI = 0.055; ULCI = 0.180), respectively. This indicated that a proactive personality significantly and
positively moderated the relationship from LPIFT of university scientific research teams to individual
creative role identify or individual creative self-efficacy. Therefore, H5a and H5b were assumed to be
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supported. However, the interaction between the LPIFT of university scientific research teams and
proactive personality had no significant effect on willingness to create knowledge, with an a33 estimate
of 0.092 (LLCI = −0.012; ULCI = 0.196). This indicated that a proactive personality had no significantly
positive moderating effects on the LPIFT of university scientific research teams and the willingness to
create knowledge; thus, hypothesis H5c was not supported.

The indirect effect of the LPIFT of university scientific research teams on individual creativity
through each of the three mediators is a function of the proactive personality moderator, computed as
bj*(a1j+a3jPP) [72]. The moderating effect was indicated by the coefficient a3jbj, as shown in Table 4.
A proactive personality significantly moderated the mediation through individual creative role identity
(a31b1= 0.019; p < 0.05; LLCI = 0.002; ULCI = 0.036) and individual creative self-efficacy (a32b2= 0.041;
p < 0.05; LLCI = 0.016; ULCI = 0.066). Thus, the indirect effects of LPIFT of university scientific
research teams on individual creativity through each of the two mediators (individual creative role
identity and individual creative self-efficacy) as a function of the proactive personality moderator are
further plotted in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. However, the mediating effect indicator a33b3 = 0.012
(LLCI = −0.005; ULCI = 0.029) was not significant, indicating that the moderating effect of individual
proactive personality on the mediating effect of willingness to create knowledge was not valid.
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In Figures 2 and 3, the x-axis indicates the value of the moderator ranges from −3.5 to 3.5, given
that all values of proactive personality were within ±3.5 in the sample. The graphs were drawn based
on 0.1 increments from −3.5 to 3.5 in the moderator values using Mplus. The y-axis shows the indirect
effect of LPIFT of university scientific research teams on individual creativity. The red line shows the
point estimates of indirect effects given the moderator values, and the blue curves indicate the upper
and lower bounds of the 95% confidence intervals of indirect effect estimates.

Both Figures 2 and 3 suggest a positive impact of the moderator on the indirect effect estimate; as
the moderator value increased, the indirect effect estimate increased. Specifically, for the mediation
through individual creativity role identity in Figure 2, the indirect effect of the LPIFT of university
scientific research teams on individual creativity was significant (varying between 0 and 0.26) when
the proactive personality moderator was greater than −2.0. For the mediation through individual
creative self-efficacy in Figure 3, the indirect effect of the LPIFT on individual creativity was significant
(varying between 0 and 0.45) when proactive personality was greater than −2.6. For moderator values
that were smaller than the cutoffs reported above for the two moderated mediations, the indirect effects
of the LPIFT of university scientific research teams on individual creativity were not significant.

5. Discussion

This study examined the mediating role of individual creative role identity, individual creative
self-efficacy, individual willingness to create knowledge in the relationship between the LPIFT of
university scientific research teams and individual creativity and explored whether this mediating
effect was moderated by individual proactive personality. The current study contributes to the LPIFT
literature by stretching our understanding of whether and to what extent the LPIFT of university
scientific research team leaders affects individual creativity and how this relationship is mediated and
moderated by various variables of interest.

Findings echoed our research hypotheses in which the individual creativity role identity, individual
creativity self-efficacy and individual knowledge creation willingness fully mediated the relationship
between the LPIFT of university scientific research team and individual creativity. Consistent with
previous studies, when the LPIFT is established and activated, we observed the development of
related psychology and behaviors [10]. A proactive personality was found to positively moderate the
relationship between the LPIFT of university scientific research teams and individual creativity through
individual creative role identity and individual creative self-efficacy, respectively. The higher the level
of the proactive personality, the stronger the effect of the LPIFT of university scientific research teams
on individual creative role identity or individual creative self-efficacy. Moreover, a higher level of
proactive personality resulted in a stronger indirect effect of the LPIFT on individual creativity through
individual creative role identity or individual creative self-efficacy. These findings are consistent
with the literature suggesting that the relationship between proactive personality and environment is
relatively close, and a good team atmosphere is conducive to the role of proactive personality [84].

It is to note that the moderating effect of a proactive personality on the relationship between the
LPIFT and individual willingness to create knowledge was not significant, neither was the influence of
proactive personality on the indirect effect from the LPIFT to individual creativity. These findings are
in line with previous studies suggesting that the individual proactive personality plays a different role
under different environmental conditions [85].

5.1. Theoretical Implications

The theoretical contributions of this study lay in the following aspects. First, university research
teams are an important force of national scientific and technological innovation. Due to their
organizational structure, member allocation, goal appeal, and other characteristics, the team has a
natural demand and desire for creativity. However, previous research only considered the theory of
leadership externality. Therefore, research on promotion of individual creativity in university scientific
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research teams, from the perspective of IFT, not only expands the validity of IFT but also provides a
new research perspective for the promotion of individual creativity in the team.

Second, we integrated the LPIFT of university scientific research teams, individual creative role
identity, individual creative self-efficacy, individual willingness to create knowledge, and individual
creativity into a research framework. This opens the black box between the LPIFT of university
scientific research teams and individual creativity. We systematically and comprehensively revealed
how individual creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy, and individual knowledge
creation willingness play a mediating role between the LPIFT of university scientific research teams
and individual creativity. The research results further clarify the theoretical path through which
the LPIFT of university scientific research teams promotes individual creativity through individual
psychological cognition.

Third, our findings not only reveal the moderating effect of proactive personality on the LPIFT of
university scientific research teams and individual psychological self-cognition (individual creative
role identity, individual creative self-efficacy, and individual willingness to create knowledge), but
also reveal the moderating effect of proactive personality on individual psychological self-cognition
(individual creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy, and individual willingness to create
knowledge). The findings further expand upon how the boundaries of individual psychological
cognition, which have a mediating role between the LPIFT of university scientific research teams and
individual creativity, are influenced by a proactive personality. The results have important theoretical
significance for future research on the promotion of individual creativity by LPIFT of university
scientific research teams from the perspective of self-cognition.

Fourth, on the one hand, this research further promotes the development of IFT, creativity theory,
social cognition theory, and proactive personality theory. On the other hand, it provides relevant
research approaches for enterprises, governments, research institutes, and other organizations to
improve individual creativity.

Fifth, this study visualized the moderated mediating effect in the moderated mediating effect
diagrams, making the research results intuitive and graphical. The methodology used also provided a
reference for the test of moderated mediating effects in organizational psychology.

5.2. Practical Implications

The practical implication of this study is to put forward strategies to enhance the individual
creativity of university scientific research team from the perspective of LPIFT, self-psychological
cognition theory, proactive personality theory. This can only provide practical guidance for the
improvement of individual creativity of Chinese university scientific research teams and also provide
theoretical reference and decision basis for relevant management and decision departments. Moreover,
it is of great practical significance to solve the bottleneck of the sustainable development of the
university scientific research teams in China and to enhance the competitiveness of the university
scientific research teams and individuals in China and even the competitiveness of Chinese universities
in the global scale.

First, the results show that the LPIFT of university scientific research teams has a significant
positive impact on individual creativity. So university scientific research team leaders should set up a
positive follower prototype. For the university scientific research team, the postgraduate supervisor
is the main leader of the scientific research team while the postgraduate is the main follower on
the team. The positive follower prototype of the postgraduate supervisor plays a crucial role in
the development of the whole scientific research team and of the postgraduates. Therefore, the
postgraduate supervisor of the university scientific research team should build a positive follower
prototype from three aspects—knowledge, ability, and quality.

Second, the influence of LPIFT of university scientific research teams on individual creativity
is mediated by individual creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy, and individual
willingness to create knowledge. This indicates that in the process of promoting individual creativity
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in university scientific research teams, we should not only start with the prototype of positive followers
established by leaders, but we should also pay attention to shaping and improving the individual
creative identity, individual creative self-efficacy, and individual willingness to create knowledge of
team members. Only by working together can individual creativity be promoted effectively.

Third, the managers and postgraduate supervisors of university scientific research teams should
also pay attention to how individual proactive personality of team members can strengthen the positive
effect of the LPIFT on the individual creative role identity and individual creative efficacy, and can
mediate the effect of strengthening individual creative role identity and individual creative efficacy.
It was revealed that the proactive personality significantly moderated the mediating effects of individual
creative role identity and individual creative self-efficacy. When the individual proactive personality
was greater than 2, the indirect effect through individual creative role identity was significant and
gradually strengthened from 0 to 0.26. When the individual proactive personality was greater than
-2.6, the indirect effect through individual creative self-efficacy was significant and gradually enhanced
from 0 to 0.45. This provides management directions in the combination of individual and situational
factors for the promotion of individual creativity. Individual proactive personality is the tendency of
team members to actively seek change or improvement. If proactive personality can be stimulated,
individual creative role identity will be promoted and individual creative self-efficacy will be enhanced,
to promote individual creativity.

5.3. Limitations and Future Research

Although the research results presented here have certain reference value for the promotion of
individual creativity of university scientific research teams, some deficiencies are outlined below.

First, the research objects of this paper were mainly postgraduates, postgraduate supervisors,
doctoral postgraduates, and doctoral supervisors of university scientific research teams in three
provinces of Northeast China, so there were certain limitations in sample size and external validity.
In the future, the selection of research objects should cover universities across the country as much as
possible, to improve the universality and validity of the research. This will further improve practical
applications of the research conclusions for the enhancement of individual creativity of university
scientific research teams.

Second, we mainly adopted a cross-sectional research design. That is, six variables were collected
simultaneously, which may lead to failure to accurately and truthfully reveal causal relationships
between variables. A certain time span of the influence should exist from the LPIFT of university
scientific research teams to the individual creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy,
individual willingness to create knowledge, and proactive personality to the promotion of individual
creativity. If the data are collected at one point in time, some influencing factors may have been ignored.
Therefore, longitudinal studies can be adopted in the future.

Thirdly, in this study, we found that the positive moderating effect of individual proactive
personality on the LPIFT of university scientific research teams and individual willingness to create
knowledge was not significant. Also, the moderating effect of proactive personality on individual
willingness to create knowledge was not significant. However, this has not been further studied. In the
future, we could further explore the underlying reasons for the insignificance of this moderating role.

6. Conclusions

This study advances our understanding of how the LPITF of university scientific research teams
promote individual creativity through individual creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy
and individual willingness to create knowledge in the condition of individual proactive personality.
Considering the important role of individual creativity promotion in university scientific innovation
system, the main purpose of this study is to explore the creative psychological process of university
scientific research team LPIFT that affects individual creativity from the perspective of individual
self-cognition. We found that the LPIFT of university scientific research teams increased individual
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creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy and individual willingness to create knowledge,
and further improved individual creativity. The findings thus supported the hypothesis that individual
creative role identity, individual creative self-efficacy and individual willingness to create knowledge
plays a mediating role in the relationship between the LPIFT of university scientific research team and
individual creativity. Furthermore, through a moderated mediation model, we also found that the
mediating relationship from the LPIFT to individual creativity through individual creative role identity
and individual creative self-efficacy was moderated by individual proactive personality. Specifically,
the indirect effect of the LPIFT of university scientific research team on individual creativity through
individual creative role identity and individual creative self-efficacy was stronger when individual
proactive personality was higher. Nevertheless, the indirect effect through individual willingness to
create knowledge is not moderated by individual proactive personality. A future research direction
would be to improve the understanding of the value of the LPIFT of university scientific research teams
and the process of individual creativity.
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